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It depends…
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Sugar, Flower, Fish and Gravel: Finding clouds with deep learning

Rasp et al. (BAMS, 2020)
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trained on. However, it could also suggest that “Flower” differs from typical closed cellular 
convection in their scale and spacing.

Farther downstream in the trade regions, Flower makes way to Gravel and Fish. These two 
patterns are more geographically intertwined, which is in agreement with the similarity of 
the environmental profiles in Fig. !. Interestingly, Gravel seems to be relatively confined to 
the Barbados region, the west of Hawaii, and the southern tropical Pacific near regions—
like the South Pacific convergence zone—of climatological convergence (Fig. "). Hence, the 
prevalence of Gravel in the more limited classification activity of Stevens et al. ("#"#), is not 
representative of the trade wind regions more broadly. There is also some coincidence of 
Gravel hot spots with regions of open-cell MCC regions as highlighted by the classification by 
Muhlbauer et al. ("#$%), specifically around Hawaii and in the southern subtropical Atlantic, 
but as with Flower their MCC algorithm picks up many more open cells in higher latitudes. 
This, again, suggests that there may be a fundamental difference between the classes, some-
thing we already suspected based on their physical driving mechanisms, i.e., cold pools 
versus boundary layer circulations. Fish, appears linked to stronger synoptic upward motion 
(Fig. &c), which the image snapshot from $ May "#$' (Fig. !a) suggests is associated with 
synoptic convergence lines, often connected to trailing midlatitude fronts.

Fig. 7. (a) Global predictions of the image segmentation algorithm for 1 May 2017. The colors are 
as in the previous figures. See Rasp (2020c) for more examples. (b)–(e) Heat maps of the four 
patterns for the year 2017.
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DNNs are great for detecting features in images. 
Issue: Need large hand-labelled training data sets. 
Proposed solution: Crowdsourcing.  
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Decision support for decision-making on coastal adaptation

Thorarinsdottir et al. (WRR, 2017)

Sea level will rise in Bergen on Norway’s west

coast
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Total costs 2016-2100: damage costs + SLR + effect of SLR on damage

Thorarinsdottir et al. (WRR, 2017)

Including the uncertainty is vital; uncertainty in

the damage costs has the largest effect

Total cost 2016−2100 (million NOK)
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Distribution of damage cost is highly skewed

Thorarinsdottir et al. (WRR, 2017)

Including the uncertainty is vital; uncertainty in

the damage costs has the largest effect

Total cost 2016−2100 (million NOK)
10 20 50 150 500 1500 5000

RCP 8.5

RCP 4.5

RCP 2.6 No uncertainty
Damage uncertainty
Effect uncertainty
SLR uncertainty
Full uncertainty
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Annual damage costs
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The Norwegian Natural Perils Pool publishes annual damage costs
due to storm surges on county level. We fit a Burr distribution to
the 1980-2015 data from Hordaland and Rogaland counties.
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Decision support for decision-making on adaptation and mitigation

Ø We need transparency between scientists from different 
disciplines, decision makers, other practitioners, stakeholders and 
the general public.

Ø Including uncertainty is vital

Ø Extrapolation beyond observed data requires a model 
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Post-processing of weather and climate predictions
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Mean 1993-2019 (12,2)
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Mean monthly temperature in Oslo next month

~200 ensemble members

Results by E. Kolstad and A. Lenkoski.

September 2020 forecast issued in August 2020
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Daily temperature forecast for Germany

Rasp and Lerch (MWR, 2018)

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 describes the forecast and observation data
as well as the notation used throughout the study. In
section 3 we describe the benchmark postprocessing
models, followed by a description of the neural network
techniques in section 4. The main results are presented
in section 5. In section 6 we explore the relative im-
portance of the predictor variables. A discussion of
possible extensions follows in section 7 before our con-
clusions are presented in section 8.
Python (Python Software Foundation 2017) and R

(R Core Team 2017) code for reproducing the results is
available online (https://github.com/slerch/ppnn).

2. Data and notation

a. Forecast data

For this study, we focus on 2-m temperature forecasts
at surface stations in Germany at a forecast lead time of
48 h. The forecasts are taken from the THORPEX In-
teractive Grand Global Ensemble (TIGGE) dataset1

(Bougeault et al. 2010). In particular, we use the global
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Fore-
casts (ECMWF) 50-member ensemble forecasts initial-
ized at 0000 UTC every day. The data in the TIGGE
archive are upscaled onto a 0.58 3 0.58 grid, which cor-
responds to a horizontal grid spacing of around 35/55 km
(zonal/meridional). For comparison with the station
observations, the gridded data were bilinearly interpo-
lated to the observation locations. In addition to the
target variable, we retrieved several auxiliary predictor
variables (Table 12). These were chosen broadly based
on meteorological intuition.3 For each variable, we re-
duced the 50-member ensemble to its mean and stan-
dard deviation.
Ensemble predictions are available from 3 January

2007 to 31 December 2016 every day. For model esti-
mation we use two training periods, 2007–15 and 2015
only, to assess the importance of training sample size. To
validate the performance of the different models cor-
rectly, it is important to mimic operational conditions as
closely as possible. For this reason we chose future dates
only, in our case the entire year 2016, rather than a
random subsample of the entire dataset. Note also that

the ECMWF forecasting system has undergone major
changes during this 10-yr period. This might counteract
the usefulness of using longer training periods.

b. Observation data

The forecasts are evaluated at 537 weather stations in
Germany (see Fig. 24). The 2-m temperature data are
available from the Climate Data Center of the German
Weather Service [Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD)5].
Several stations have periods of missing data, which are
omitted from the analysis. During the evaluation period
in calendar year 2016, observations are available at
499 stations.
After removing missing observations, the 2016 vali-

dation set contains 182 218 samples, the 2007–15 training
set contains 1 626 724 samples, and the 2015 training set
contains 180 849 samples.

c. Notation

We now introduce the notation that is used throughout
the rest of the paper. An observation of 2-m temperature

TABLE 1. Abbreviations and descriptions of all features.

Feature Description

Ensemble predictions (mean and std dev)
t2m 2-m temperature
cape Convective available

potential energy
sp Surface pressure
tcc Total cloud cover
sshf Sensible heat flux
slhf Latent heat flux
u10 10-m U wind
v10 10-m V wind
d2m 2-m dewpoint temperature
ssr Shortwave radiation flux
str Longwave radiation flux
sm Soil moisture
u_pl500 U wind at 500 hPa
v_pl500 V wind at 500 hPa
u_pl850 U wind at 850 hPa
v_pl850 V wind at 850 hPa
gh_pl500 Geopotential at 500 hPa
q_pl850 Specific humidity at 850 hPa

Station-specific information
station_alt Altitude of station
orog Altitude of model grid point
station_lat Lat of station
station_lon Lon of station

1Available at http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/tigge/, see
https://github.com/slerch/ppnn/tree/master/data_retrieval.

2 Detailed definitions are available at https://software.ecmwf.int/
wiki/display/TIGGE/Parameters.

3 Similar sets of predictors have been used, for example, in
Messner et al. (2017), Schlosser et al. (2018), and Taillardat et al.
(2016, 2017).

4 All maps in this article were produced using the R package
ggmap (Kahle and Wickham 2013).

5 Available at https://www.dwd.de/DE/klimaumwelt/cdc/cdc_node.
html.
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Additionally, we evaluated the statistical signifi-
cance of the differences between the competing
postprocessing methods using a combination of
Diebold–Mariano tests (Diebold and Mariano 1995)
and a Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) procedure to
account for temporal and spatial dependencies of
forecast errors. We thereby follow the suggestions of
Wilks (2016); the mathematical details are deferred
to the appendix. The results (provided in the sup-
plemental material) generally indicate high ratios of
stations with significant score differences in favor of
the neural network models. Even when compared to
the second-best-performing model, EMOS-loc-bst,
NN-aux-emb is significantly better at 30% of the
stations and worse at only 2% or less for both training
periods.

c. Computational aspects

While a direct comparison of computation times for
the different methods is difficult, even the most com-
plex network methods are a factor of 2 or more faster
than EMOS-loc-bst. This includes creating an en-
semble of 10 different model realizations. QRF is by
far the slowest method, being roughly 10 times slower
than EMOS-loc-bst. Complex neural networks benefit
substantially from running on a graphics processing
unit (GPU) compared to running on the core pro-
cessing unit (CPU; roughly 6 times slower for NN-
aux-emb). Neural network–ready GPUs are now widely
available in many scientific computing environments

or via cloud computing.8 For more details on the
computational methods and results see the supple-
mental material.

6. Feature importance

To assess the relative importance of all features, we
use a technique called permutation importance that was
first described within the context of random forests
(Breiman 2001). We randomly shuffle each predictor/
feature in the validation set one at a time and observe the
increase in mean CRPS compared to the unpermuted
features. While unable to capture colinearities between
features, this method does not require reestimating the
model with each individual feature omitted.
Consider a random permutation of station and time

indices p(s, t) and let Xpermy
s,t denote the vector of pre-

dictors where variable y is permuted according to
p (i.e., a vector with jth entry):

X
permy(j)
s,t 5

(
X(j)

s,t , j 6! y

X(y)
p(s,t), j5 y

for j5 1, . . . ,p .

The importance of input feature y is computed as the
mean CRPS difference:

FIG. 4. Observation station locations color coded by the best performing model (in terms of mean CRPS over calendar
year 2016) for models trained on data from (left) 2015 and (right) 2007 to 2015. Point shapes indicate the type of model.

8 For example, see https://colab.research.google.com/.
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Nonlinear relationships 
Auxiliary predictors
Latent station features
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Post-processing of weather and climate predictions

Ø The choice of methodology should depend on the sample size 

Ø Post-processing can provide valuable input to weather/climate 
model developers if the results are explainable
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There are many more applications for machine learning and 
statistical modelling in climate data analysis

Ø Downscaling numerical model output to higher resolutions

Ø Representation of subgrid-scale processes

Ø Combining multi-type information into a single prediction/projection

Ø For a list of weather and climate datasets preprocessed for AI 
research, see mldata.pangeo.io
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